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Artists’ skills such as intuition, creativity, adaptability and an open mind were very
useful when I was activity coordinator in healthcare settings. However, within that role I
wasn’t free to be involved in the art-making process where the ultimate goal is to create
meaningful works of art.
An activity coordinator facilitates a diverse range of meaningful activity and to do that I
learned to assess individual’s interests, preferences and abilities. That knowledge along
with The Alzheimer society’s Dementia Friendly Communities training has been
invaluable in this past two months while I’ve had a unique chance to establish a shared
artistic process with The Birches Day Care Centre in Dundalk.
Having the Basement Gallery to present the work during September has ensured that in
addition to the impact art-making has on improving health and wellbeing, It’s also been
very important to enable people who in most cases are not experienced artists to
produce high quality individual artistic outcomes. I’ve been careful to provide quality
materials during all group work to reinforce the ethos that while you are making art you
are an artist no matter what level of experience you have.
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My time with the Birches group so far has been enjoyable, relaxed and very informative
as the conversation goes in many different directions. Initially I thought we would
reminisce in a more structured way but the group’s ability and strong motivation to
draw and paint has meant the majority of the 60-90 minute sessions have focused on
art making and storytelling has been a by product.
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Last week we took part in the Azure Project at The Highlanes Gallery in Drogheda. The
facilitated discussion on three artworks by Paul Henry and Grace Henry led to a
stimulating insight into the subject of the paintings through the diverse personal
knowledge of the viewers.
We are currently putting the finishing touches to some works in progress in preparation
for our exhibition, ‘From the Birches to the Basement’ which will be shown at The
Basement Gallery in An Táin Arts Centre during September.
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Rozzi Kennedy is An Táin Arts Centre's visual artist in residence. She will be in
residence in the Basement Gallery studio during July, August and September 2019.
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Follow her progress on Instagram @rozzikennedy #antainartists
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